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The Pandemic has been devastating. Our shared experience of the world has changed, daily routines upended, jobs lost, homes left behind... Humans we’ve known and loved, physically gone.

Most of us have felt the postponement, the dislocation, the uncertainty. Personally, art has never felt more urgent. An existential outlet. A path to ourselves and others. So much came to an end and other things began. I feel the shape of whom and what became absent more intensely. The essence of performance, art-making, my community.

Dancing together is an essential part of our social and human fabric.

Performance and Art are an immediate, unmitigated recourse for owning and giving existential and cultural meaning to our collective experiences.

Art is a path to collective significance and recognition of the communities sharing spaces.

Portraiture is a means to understanding oneself and others.

Beyond artists and audiences, there are entire unseen communities behind art-making... moving it forward, helping it thrive... educators, volunteers, ushers, security guards, physical therapists, administrators.

Embodiment is the chance of being without reducing.

These are my fragmented thoughts on why... You Are Here.
It has been a collective holding of breath since March 2020. A motionless impression. A pause and a stillness none of us have ever experienced.

As you wander through Lincoln Center’s campus you will find sculptures draped in clothing. They evoke both movement and stillness, and house the stories, breath, and songs of New Yorkers we interviewed. 14 from all the Lincoln Center constituents (marking the first universal cross-campus collaboration in Lincoln Center’s history) and 11 community participants across New York (see participant list). The sculptures are arranged across Hearst Plaza, giving the listener the opportunity to enter the space inside the breath and reflections of a portrait. The audio portraits simultaneously and synchronously deconstruct the wholeness of humans telling humans a story.

Before we engaged in our process with each of our portrait participants, the creative team of YOU ARE HERE took time to process our own journeys and emotional and psychological transformations. We discussed moments of personal affect and how at times of this pandemic we struggled to honor the gift of being present - now grateful that we are alive, mourning those we have lost. We crafted questions that would allow our portraits to be as specific and as open about the consciousness of presence. Five prompts were created to ask the portraited participants:

- Tell us a time when you knew and felt you were in your body.
- You Are Here. Tell us what that means to you.
- You Are Here. Who else is with you?
- If you could create/share a chant, mantra, song, hum to let us know you are here and present, what would it be?
- In 5 words, describe the shape of someone’s absence or the absence of something meaningful to you during this time.
Beyond the current Pandemic, YOU ARE HERE is a reflection of our shared experience as we approach a new way of being where we are and who we are.

When you sojourn through the sound installation, we hope these stories of grief, resilience, joy, hope and community support your pauses and movement: invite you to exhale ... Surround where you are... YOU ARE HERE.

Once the sound installation completes, the audio portraits evolve into live performance. After a year in which our connection has been mediated by technology we return to embodiment — to witnessing each other by stirring the alchemy of live presence and movement, singing and dancing with strangers.

YOU ARE HERE reminds us that there is a generous world of people, educators, security guards, ushers, volunteers, administrators, essential workers that make it possible for creatives and performers to have a platform. YOU ARE HERE recognizes this family, as it is they who make up the majority of the participants featured.

Conceived by Andrea Miller, YOU ARE HERE was inspired, in part, by Lila Lomax, who has worked 12 years as a security guard for Lincoln Center and dazzles the campus with her dancing, singing and abundant care.

- You Are Here Creative Team
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Bruce Adolphe for his composition Chopin Dreams included in the sound installation
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You Are Here is dedicated to the memory of Michael Rosenthal, my beloved stepfather who passed away June 24th, 2021 from cancer. You Are Here with us always Michael.

I would like to relay my heartfelt thanks to Jody Arnhold and Jim Herbert for the tremendous inspiration and support which contributed so meaningfully to the fulfillment of You Are Here. I am deeply honored to collaborate with and grateful to the brilliant creatives Lynsey, Mimi, Justin, lyvon, Emily and Oana.

Tremendous thanks to Henry Timms and Clive Chang for believing in this work and to Jon Nakagawa and our friends at Lincoln Center for their hard work and endless creativity. Biggest thanks to our fearless GALLIM board chair David Parker and dedicated GALLIM Board and administrative team. You Are Here exists thanks to the breathtaking portrait participants and their organizations, Rachel Chanoff and magical people from THE OFFICE and each individual who brought their generosity, creativity, devotion and spirit to this idea — I am forever grateful to you.

Noa, Mateo and Raquel, you are my motivation. Ima, you are my foundation. Juanfe, you are my giant love.

- Andrea Miller
The commission is supported by the Arnhold Dance Innovation Fund and is presented at Restart Stages at Lincoln Center. Restart Stages is part of the SNF-Lincoln Center Agora Initiative with the Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF), which activates outdoor space through artistic and community initiatives that speak to our current moment and reimagines public space for a new era.

**About the Arnhold Dance Innovation Fund**

_You Are Here_ is a project of Lincoln Center’s Arnhold Dance Innovation Fund (ADIF), a source of support for creative, risk-taking artists who are innovating in the dance field, particularly those exploring new approaches to technology (performance and delivery platforms), community (partnering with fellow dancers and creators, sharing learnings, addressing social issues), education, and diversity.

_You Are Here_ is made possible by Stavros Niarchos Foundation-Lincoln Center Agora Initiative and Jody and John Arnhold, Arnhold Dance Innovation Fund.

Endowment support is provided by the Blavatnik Family Foundation Fund for Dance.

Support for GALLIM is provided by First Republic Bank.

_You Are Here_ was created, in part, during a guest residency at Kaatsbaan Cultural Park.

restartstages.org

#RestartStages #LincolnCenter